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Security+ Exam Cram 2 (Exam Cram SYO-101)Que, 2003
The Security+ certification is CompTIA's answer to the market's need for a baseline, vendor-neutral security certification. The IT industry recognizes there is a need to better train, staff, and empower those tasked with designing and implementing information security, and Security+ is an effort to meet this demand. Security+ will become the...
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Learning Windows Server 2003O'Reilly, 2004
Microsoft's server-oriented Windows operating systems have grown by leaps and bounds in their capabilities, complexities, and sheer number of features since the release of Windows NT Server in the early 1990's. With each release, system administrators have found themselves grappling with new concepts, from domains, directory...
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VMware vSphere 6.5 Cookbook - Third Edition: Over 140 task-oriented recipes to install, configure, manage, and orchestrate various VMware vSphere 6.5 componentsPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Deploy and manage VMware vSphere 6.5 components with ease

	
		Key Features

		
			Simplified and to-the-point theory and practical recipes to deploy and manage vSphere 6.5
	
			Discover the best ways to deploy stateless and stateful ESXi hosts and upgrade them
	
			Storage and...
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Perl for Oracle DBAsO'Reilly, 2002
Perl is a very powerful tool for Oracle database  administrators, but too few DBAs realize how helpful Perl  can be in managing, monitoring, and tuning Oracle9i,  Oracle8i, and earlier databases. You don't need to be a Perl  expert to reap the rewards of reading Perl for Oracle DBAs.  The book explains what you need to know about Perl, profiles...
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MCSE 70-294 Exam Prep: Planning, Implementing, and Maintaining a Microsoft Windows Server 2003 Active Directory Infrastructure (2nd Edition)Que, 2006
This book is designed to cover all the objectives that Microsoft created for this exam, thereby helping you meet your certification goals by preparing you for Exam 70-294. It doesn’t offer end-to-end coverage of Active Directory in Windows Server 2003; rather, it helps you develop the specific core competencies that Microsoft says that...
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Drupal's Building Blocks: Quickly Building Web Sites with CCK, Views, and PanelsAddison Wesley, 2011

	With Drupal, Web professionals can create full-featured Web sites with just a few clicks. Drupal’s core is compact and well documented, but much of Drupal’s immense power lies elsewhere—in external modules. Drupal’s Building Blocks is an authoritative tutorial, reference, and...
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Getting Started with IBM FileNet P8 Content ManagerPackt Publishing, 2011

	Beginning with an overview of Enterprise Content Management, the book moves quickly to the matter of getting a real Content Manager system up and running. You learn key Content Manager applications that are demonstrated to show you the major concepts that matter to you as a developer, administrator, or as an end-user. There are separate...
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Hardening ApacheApress, 2004
A must-read for any system administrator installing or currently using  Apache, Hardening Apache shows you exactly what to do to make Apache more  secure. Throughout this book, renowned author Tony Mobily introduces you to many  of the security problems you’ll inevitably stumble across when using  Apache---and most important,...
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Administering Data Centers: Servers, Storage, and Voice over IPJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005
"This book covers a wide spectrum of topics relevant to implementing and managing a modern data center. The chapters are comprehensive and the flow of concepts is easy to understand."
     —Cisco reviewer
Gain a practical knowledge of data center concepts     

To create a well-designed data center (including storage...
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Windows Vista(TM) Administrator's Pocket ConsultantMicrosoft Press, 2006
Portable and precise, this pocket-sized guide delivers immediate answers for the day-to-day administration of Windows Vista. Zero in on core support and maintenance tasks using quick-reference tables, instructions, and lists. You’ll get the precise information you need to solve problems and get the job done—whether you’re at...
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VMware vRealize Orchestrator CookbookPackt Publishing, 2015

	Master the configuration, programming, and interaction of plugins with Orchestrator to efficiently automate your VMware infrastructure


	About This Book

	
		Program with Orchestrator to automate and synchronize your infrastructure
	
		Integrate the base plug-ins into your workflows
	...
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Professional Apache TomcatWrox Press, 2002
This                        book will provide you, the server administrator, with the                        necessary knowledge to install and configure Tomcat, as                        well as many of the most popular enhancements to the Tomcat                        package.

If you've written any Java servlets or...
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